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Abstract— In a Cognitive Radio (CR) network, MAC-
layer configuration involves determining a common set of
channels to facilitate communication among participating
nodes. Further, the availability of multiple channels and
frequent channel switches add to the complexity of route
selection. Knowledge of the global network topology can be
used to solve the above-described problems. In this paper,
we propose a distributed algorithm for gathering global
network topology information for a CR network. We outline
approaches that utilize the gathered topology information for
MAC-layer configuration and efficient routing of packets.
In addition, situation awareness is achieved by sharing the
physical location information among the nodes in the net-
work. The proposed algorithm determines the global network
topology in �����	��
 timeslots, where � is the maximum
number of nodes deployed. With 80 available channels for
communication, the algorithm terminates within ���� second.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cognitive Radio (CR) technology [11] offers a new
mechanism for flexible usage of radio spectrum. Even
though the number of available frequency bands is
decreasing [6], considerable portions of the frequency
spectrum at a given place at any given time are not fully
utilized [7], [16]. The CR approach allows secondary
users to operate in such under-utilized licensed fre-
quency bands in an intelligent way without constraining
the privileges of licensed (primary) users [16]. A CR-
enabled secondary user (referred to as a node in the
rest of paper) is capable of periodically scanning and
identifying available channels in the frequency spectrum.
Channel c is said to be available if a secondary user
can transmit and receive messages on c for a reasonable
amount of time without interference to/from the primary
users. Defense and relief operations could greatly benefit
from such a communication infrastructure. As the set
of available channels could change over time and from
one region to another [7], it is necessary to use dynamic
channel assignment schemes for communication among
the CR nodes.�
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In a CR network, each node scans the radio spectrum
and determines the set of available channels indepen-
dently. This gives rise to the following MAC-layer
issues:

(i) How do nodes identify their neighbors and commu-
nicate with them?

(ii) How do nodes decide on the set of channel(s) that
can be used for communication across the entire
network?

In this paper we address the above-mentioned issues and
propose a distributed MAC-layer configuration scheme.
We also consider the problem of routing in a CR
network. As opposed to traditional networks, a CR
network has the ability to use multiple communication
channels within the same network. Since transmissions
on different channels do not interfere with each other,
using multiple channels in parallel increases the network
throughput. In a CR network, the number of available
channels is not fixed and the available channels can be
anywhere in the entire spectrum. This is in contrast to the
existing use of multiple channels, where the number of
channels and their positions in the frequency spectrum is
fixed. When the network has the ability to utilize multiple
channels, traditional routing metrics such as number of
hops, congestion, energy used etc., are not sufficient to
make correct routing decisions. A CR network introduces
some new route metrics for a link. These include:

1) Number of channel switches along a path from the
source to destination nodes.

2) Frequency of channel switches on a link. In a CR
network, there is no guarantee that a channel will
be available for use for the entire communica-
tion duration between two nodes. A channel can
become unavailable due to the return of primary
user or due to congestion. If a channel becomes
unavailable on a path, then that link will be con-
sidered broken and all the packets for that link will
be dropped. Therefore, it is important to consider
how often a channel becomes unavailable on a
link while computing the path between source and
destination nodes.



A. Motivation

Wireless communication among nodes in a CR-
network can be facilitated by (i) a channel common to
all the nodes to exchange control information, (ii) a set
of channels at each node that it can use to exchange
data with its neighbors, (iii) the ability to determine and
use an alternate global control channel if the original
control channel is jammed, and (iv) a mechanism to
determine efficient routes based on the channels available
on each link in the network. Each node in the network
is initially assumed to be aware of a globally common
control channel and the set of channels available to itself
for data communication. The set of channels that the
node then uses for exchanging data with its neighbors
can either be a set common to all nodes in the network
(referred to as the global channel set, � , in this paper) or
a set that is common to its k-hop neighborhood (referred
to as the k-local channel set, ��� , in this paper). Note that������� , where � is the diameter of the network. The
incentives for finding the set � are the following:� At the site of a natural disaster or in a military

operation, multiple groups of nodes that handle
specific (and most likely separate) functions could
be deployed. Control information among the nodes
in each group should propagate without any inter-
ference from other groups in the vicinity. Thus,
each group needs to choose a unique channel for
communication among its members. Note that a few
nodes in each group could act as gateways for inter-
group communication.� Switching from one channel to another results in
non-zero delay. This channel switching delay de-
pends on the relative positions of the two channels
on the radio spectrum. For example, tuning delays
could be of the order of ���! for a �#"%$�&('
step in the frequency range )*"!$+&(' - ,.-/&(' [5].
By using a single globally common channel for
communication, such switching overheads can be
avoided.� For mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), where the
network topology changes dynamically, a globally
common channel for communication among all the
nodes is preferable ([12], [15]) and numerous re-
searchers in the MANET community have assumed
this model.� If the globally common control channel becomes
unavailable, one of the channels from � can be
selected as the new control channel.

The reasons for finding the set � � are the following:� � may be an empty set. However, that does not
preclude data communication among the nodes.

Note that a non-empty �10 at each node in the
network is sufficient for effective communication.� Good utilization of available channels. Using locally
common channels enables parallel communication
among nodes in close proximity if they employ
different frequencies to avoid interference.

Determining � , and �2� for any arbitrary 3 can be
done effectively by providing the nodes with the global
network topology. In addition, by exchanging GPS po-
sitional data among nodes, each node can be made
aware of the physical location of the other nodes in the
network. This information is particularly useful in hostile
and chaotic environments such as urban warfare, where
correctly identifying a friend from a foe is of paramount
importance.

B. Our contribution

Let 4 be the total number of possible nodes and $
be the total number of possible channels (in addition
to a control channel) the nodes can operate on. In this
paper, we propose a MAC-layer configuration protocol
that enables the nodes to dynamically discover the global
network topology in a distributed manner, provided all
nodes are aware of 4 and $ . We also present routing
strategies based on the number of channel switches
along a path and frequency of channel switches over
a link. The proposed MAC-layer configuration requires576 498�: timeslots. For as many as ;<" nodes1 and =�"
channels [13] and the timeslot duration being "?>A@ msec,
the configuration protocol terminates in "?>A= second. As
a byproduct of our algorithm, situation awareness (SA)
data is also propagated.

Key contributions of this paper are:� The proposed MAC-layer configuration algorithm
enables nodes to dynamically discover the global
network topology and physical location of each
node in the network. The physical location is useful
for SA.� The configuration algorithm identifies the set of
channels that are common to all the nodes of the
network.� The proposed routing strategy enables the use of
routing metrics such as the number of channel
switches along a path and frequency of channel
switches over a link for finding “best” routes and
thus addresses constraints unique to CR networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II presents the system model and assumptions. The
proposed MAC-layer auto-configuration protocol and
routing strategies are described in detail in Section III.

1In an army, a platoon consists of around forty soldiers ([4], [2]).
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We discuss alternatives to the proposed protocol for
certain scenarios in Section IV and Section V concludes
the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Throughout this paper, we consider a mobile multi-
hop wireless network formed by a group of CR-enabled
nodes.

A. Node characteristics

We assume that 4 is fixed and known a priori to all the
nodes in the network. This assumption is justified as the
applications under consideration are military and relief
operations, where the maximum number of soldiers in a
platoon or the maximum number of firemen assigned for
a relief task is known a priori. The identities of nodes
are unique and are pre-assigned from the range BC��>D>#>E4GF .
The nodes are assumed to be GPS-equipped [9] to enable
physical location awareness and time synchronization
among nodes. This is a reasonable assumption consider-
ing that it has become a standard procedure for personnel
involved in military and disaster relief operations to
carry devices that have GPS capability ([8]). Each node
is equipped with one configurable HJIKIKIL=�"*)?>C���#M [3]
wireless card in addition to a transceiver capable of
operating over the frequencies available for a CR net-
work. The HJIKIKIN=�"�)?>O���#M cards provide the nodes with
a globally common control channel that the nodes are
aware of as soon as they are turned on. The cards are
configurable in the sense that they will use a contention-
free slotted scheme for communication instead of the
usual contention-based scheme employed by such cards.
Please refer to Section II-C for the details of the scheme.

B. Medium characteristics

The communication medium is assumed to be loss-
free. In a lossy environment, the proposed algorithm is
assumed to run on top of a reliable communication mech-
anism. Let PRQTS#UWVX�ZY#[�0T\][ 8 >#>#>^[`_.a be the universal set
of channels that are potentially available to a node in the
CR network. Thus, $b�dc PRQTSDUWVec . We assume that PRQTS#UWV
is known a priori to all the nodes in the network. For
example, PRQTSDUfV can be composed of a set of =�" channels
in the , - @(-/&(' frequency range. A unique identity is
assigned to every channel and the identities are known
in advance to all nodes. In addition to the channels inP/QTS#UWV , a separate control channel is used for exchanging
control messages.

g�g�gg�g�gg�g�gh�h�hh�h�hh�h�h i�i�ii�i�ii�i�i
j�j�jj�j�jj�j�j
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Fig. 1. Operation cycle of the network

C. Network operation

At any given instant of time, nodes in the CR network
are operating in either of the following two modes:
(i) control channel based MAC-layer configuration and
normal operation, or (ii) normal operation only. The
nodes repeat MAC-layer configuration protocol every m
time units, as illustrated in Figure 1. The time instant
at which each execution of the configuration protocol
is invoked is assumed to be known a priori to all the
nodes in the network. Such an assumption is feasible
because of the presence of GPS capability in the nodes.
The value of m could be hard-wired into the nodes or set
just before deployment of the nodes. During the MAC-
layer configuration operation, nodes use customizedHJInIKI�=�"�)?>O���#M cards for exchanging control messages.
Employing HJInIKIb=�"�)?>C�*�#M cards ensures that every
node is tuned to the same control channel during MAC-
layer configuration operation. These cards are specially
configured to use TDMA-based slotted mechanism in-
stead of the standard CSMA/CA protocol. During MAC-
layer configuration, nodes learn the global network topol-
ogy as well as the global channel set, � . Node behavior
during normal mode of operation is comparable to that
of a node in other multi-hop wireless networks, such as
MANET [17] or mesh networks [10]. We require that
the nodes invoke the MAC-layer configuration operation
every m time units to maintain accuracy despite changes
in network topology, changes in channel availability set
maintained by individual nodes, and/or node movements.
When a CR node is turned on, it remains silent until the
first execution of the MAC-layer configuration protocol.

III. MAC-LAYER CONFIGURATION AND ROUTING

During MAC-layer configuration, time is split into
intervals referred to as frames as shown in Figure 1.
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Each frame is further divided into 4 timeslots, each of
equal length. The slot assignment for a node, say o , is
done in advance according to its identity. For simplicity,
we assume that the identity of node o is o . Node o is
allowed to transmit during the oEp�q slot in each frame
(see Figure 1 ) and all other nodes are in receive mode
(during the o p�q slot). This ensures that every node in the
network gets one chance to transmit without collisions
during each frame.

A. Data structures

The following data structures are maintained at every
node o :r HJ� U An 4 -element array of node identitiesP U An array of 4 elements where the s ptq element,P Uu corresponds to the channel availability set

of node s as known to node ov �xw U An array of 4 elements where the s ptq element,v �xw Uu corresponds to the adjacency list of nodes as known to node o-/y�z U An array of 4 elements where the s ptq element,-/y�z Uu corresponds to the GPS location of nodes as known to node o and is a @ -tuple of the
form {%|}M*~�o�~����J��\�|}M�~�o}~����J�n���#�!o^ ]�����#����\|}������o}~����J��\`|}������o�~����J�/���#�!o^ ]�����#����\����#o�����~�� 2

� Global channel set

P UU and -/y�z UU of every node o are populated as a boot-
strap process prior to the initiation of the configuration
protocol. Initially,

r HJ� UU ��o , r H<� Uu �����!��sd���o ,P Uu ���K�!s���No and -/y�z Uu �N�R��s!���o .
B. MAC-layer configuration

1 2 N
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Fig. 2. Packet transmitted by node i

Every node o transmits a packet of the form illustrated
in Figure 2 during o p�q timeslot of each frame. The

2Latitude, � ddmm.mmmm � , where d and m represent degrees
and minutes respectively; latitude hemisphere (N/S); Longitude,� dddmm.mmmm � ; longitude hemisphere (E/W) and height, [-9999.9,
99999.9] [1].

transmitted payload is divided into 4 segments. Segment3 corresponds to what node o knows about node 3 . At the
time of transmission, if node o is unaware of node 3 , then
the corresponding segment consists of a sequence of zero
bits. This is referred to as z�IK-/" . During the remaining
time slots of a frame, node o is in the receive mode.
At the end of each frame, node o updates

r HJ��U , P/U ,v ��wJU and -/y�z U by using each packet received during
that frame. For a packet received from node s , node o
updates its data structures as follows:
begin
for 3¡�¢� to 4

If 3Jp�q received segment ��¢z£In-R" and
r HJ� U� �¢��� ,

thenr HJ� U��¤ 3P U � ¤ P u �v �xw U� ¤ v �xw u�-/y�z U� ¤ -/y�z u�
end

Thus, at the end of 4 frames, each node o knows the
availability sets, GPS locations and adjacency informa-
tion of all the nodes in the network. Node o then sets the
global channel set � to ¥§¦ u�¨ª© �2«¬]®ª¯ 0 P Uu and constructs
the global network topology based on received data.
The data structures are reset to their initial values everym time units before the initiation of the configuration
algorithm. This is done to ensure that the data structures
are properly updated and retain only the information
obtained from the latest execution of the configuration
protocol.

C. Complexity analysis
The channel availability set and adjacency list infor-

mation of each node requires a total of $ bits and4 bits respectively. The number of bits required for
the GPS positional data of each node can be calcu-
lated as follows. The latitude information is sent as
the binary equivalent of the integral number obtained
as

6 �J�x°±�!�(>²�!�!�!�!³�´�"�:Kµ��#"�¶ (see Section III-A
for explanation). Since the maximum possible value
is ·*"�"�"�"�"*"�" , the binary representation of latitude will
require )�¸ bits. Similarly, the longitude information is
sent as the binary equivalent of the integral number
obtained as

6 �<�J�¹°��!�(>A�!�!�!�!³�´�"�:£µ%�D" ¶ . Here, the
maximum possible value is �#=�"�"�"*"�"�"�" and will require)�= bits in binary representation. The latitude and longi-
tude hemispheres information are each sent as one bit.
The height information is sent as the binary equivalent
of a ´ -digit integer with a maximum value of ·�·*·�·�·�· .
This will require )?� bits including the sign bit. Thus,
the GPS location information of a single node requires
a total of ¸�= bits ( )�¸�°N�2°%)*=`°N�2°%)?� ). For 4º��;<" ,
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$ � =�" , during each timeslot, a total of ¸�·�)*" bits
[ c 6 -/y�z»U¼c}°!$½°!4(:?¾E4¿� 6 ¸�=À°!=�"ª°x;<"�:?¾};J" ] need to be
transmitted. At a transmission rate of @�; Mbps [3], this
information can be transmitted in about "?>O�#@ msec. To
account for the preamble required to establish message
bit synchronization, and guard bands for synchronization
error and propagation time [3], we will assume a timeslot
duration of "�>A@ msec. The MAC-layer configuration op-
eration requires 4 frames ( 4(8 timeslots) for completion.
Thus, the running time of the MAC-layer configuration
operation is �#´�"*"KÁÂ"?>A@¡�! D�#Ã`�N"�>A=¡ #�DÃT���Ä�J .
D. Routing

Based on the global topology information collected,
each node can compute the “best” routes to all nodes
in the network. In addition to using the number of
hops as metric for route selection, we propose the use
of other routing metrics mentioned earlier in the paper
such as the number of channel switches along a route
and/or frequency of channel switches over a link. Based
on the these two metrics, we propose two new routing
strategies.

1) Routing based on minimum latency: Consider a
node o along the path from source to destination.
If the incoming and outgoing links of node o use
different channels, then there is a channel switch
at node o . A channel switch incurs some overhead
and increases the latency and end-to-end delay.
The time required for a channel switch depends
on the relative positions of the two channels on
the radio spectrum. Switching takes negligible time
if the two channels are very close to each other;
otherwise, the switching time can be significant.
Note that the shortest path in terms of the number
of hops may not always yield the path with min-
imum number of channel switches. On the other
hand, a path with minimum number of channel
switches may be very long for practical purposes.
Therefore, the route computation has to be based
on a trade-off between the length of the path and
the number of channel switches. Using the global
topology information collected during MAC-layer
configuration process, a source node can compute
the route to destination as the path that minimizes
the overall latency. Overall latency of a packet
transmission on a path can be computed as follows.
Suppose a path, y , from source node z£Å�[ to
destination node ��zÆm , consists of � hops and channel switches. Let ~ qTÇ�È and ~�É}Ê be the 1-
hop propagation delay and channel switch delay
respectively. Then the overall latency, mªË²Ì p of y is

given by

mÀËAÌ p �N�	µ!~ qTÇ�È °% �µ!~�É}Ê
The source node will select the path with mini-
mum m Ë²Ì p and forward the packet to the next hop
node along the selected path3. Since every node
knows the global topology, the next hop node can
perform path computation from z£Å�[ to ��zÆm in-
dependently. The fact that all nodes have identical
data (at the end of each MAC layer configuration
period) ensures that there is no inconsistency and
there will be no loops when packets are routed
using the results of the routing algorithm.

2) Routing based on frequency of channel switches
over links: To account for the possibility of a
link becoming unusable, every node maintains a
weighted average of the duration for which each
channel is available along each outgoing link.
Based on the weighted averages maintained, a
node can compute the probability of a channel
being available on a link. Every time a node
has a packet to transmit, it selects the channel
with the highest probability3. Since every node
makes a local decision about the channel to use
for transmission, this strategy might result in a
path with high number of channel switches. The
appropriate strategy would be to use this approach
in conjunction with the routing scheme described
earlier.

E. Situation Awareness

The commonly used definition for Situation Aware-
ness (SA) is “the perception of the elements in the
environment within a volume of time and space, the
comprehension of their meaning and the projection of
their status in the near future”[14]. SA is important for
effective decision making and performance in warfare
and emergency rescue and relief operations, where CR
networks are likely to be deployed. During the MAC-
layer configuration protocol described in this paper,
besides exchanging network topology information, nodes
also propagate GPS positional data. Thus, every node
in the network is aware of the physical locations of
other nodes in the network and can be said to possess a
limited amount of Situation Awareness. This information
could be extremely useful in military operations in
chaotic environments where distinguishing a friend from
a foe is a major challenge. Recent friendly-fire incidents
involving U.S troops and its allies in Afghanistan and

3The transmitting node informs the receiving node on what channel
the packet will be transmitted by using the control channel.
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Iraq that have resulted in tragic loss of lives underscore
the importance of SA. Note that the periodic re-running
of the MAC-layer configuration protocol ensures that the
physical location information is fairly up-to-date.

IV. DISCUSSION

Although the @ GHz band employed by =�"�)�>C���#M is not
as heavily used as the )?>�; GHz band used by the more
popular =�"�)�>C���#Í and =�"*)?>C����� standards, there might be
situations where the =�"�)?>O���#M cards may not be usable
or may even be deliberately jammed. In such scenarios,
the auto-configuration protocol described in [13] can
be used. The protocol described in that work assumes
that the nodes are equipped with only one transceiver,
which is effectively the case when the =*"�)?>C���DM band is
jammed. At any given instant in time, the nodes can be
engaged either in auto-configuration operation or normal
operation and not both. The auto-configuration protocol
determines � in

576 4Î¾ 6 $Ï°N�x:]: timeslots, where �
is the diameter of the network. The auto-configuration
protocol consists of two phases. The second phase ( �x4
timeslots) is almost identical to the protocol described
in this paper. The main difference is that instead of all
nodes transmitting on a single common control channel
in their respective timeslots, each node transmits on the
channel that is common to itself and its neighbors i.e. a
channel in �10 . The first phase ( $�4 timeslots) involves
determining �10 at every node and propagating it to its
neighbors. The details of the auto-configuration protocol
appear in [13].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed the MAC-layer configura-
tion and routing problem in a CR network and presented
a distributed algorithm for obtaining global network
topology and physical location of nodes in the network.
We assumed that nodes have no prior knowledge of
their neighborhood and are aware of a globally com-
mon control channel. Using our algorithm, all nodes in
the network determine the global network topology in576 4 8 : timeslots. For reasonable network deployment
scenarios, the time taken is less than a second. Nodes
could determine the global channel set using the network
topology information. In scenarios where this set is
empty, the proposed algorithm enables every node to
compute the set of channels that is common to itself
and all other nodes within its 3 -hop neighborhood.
Such locally common channel sets facilitate establishing
communication infrastructure among subsets of nodes
connected through gateways. We also proposed routing
strategies using metrics that are particularly relevant to
CR networks. A byproduct of our algorithm is that SA

information is readily available to all the nodes in the
network.
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